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KEY=CHRONICLES - NORMAN PRESTON
FIGHTING DESTINY
THE FAE CHRONICLES
What started out as a strange assignment, lead to one of the most gruesome murder mysteries of our times. My friends and I are set and determined to ﬁnd out who is killing oﬀ Fae and Witches alike.

SEDUCING DESTINY
Less than six months ago my life was twisted and ﬂipped on its side. Things have changed so much I barely recognize myself anymore. I am no longer an Enforcer. I am no longer a Witch. I no longer hate the Fae. (For the most part) And the sex-on-a-stick-gorgeousFae? He isn't really the Dark Prince. No, he is the father of my children and with the babies on the way, the land dying and the Mages closing in; alliances will have to be formed if we are all to make it through the war that is coming to our front door. Between warring
Gods and Goddesses, how are any of us supposed to win? The Fae Chronicles reading order is as follows. Fighting Destiny Taunting Destiny Escaping Destiny Seducing Destiny

ESCAPING DESTINY
I thought things couldn't get worse. I was wrong. I found out what I really wanted and was forced to give him up. Just as I found out who I really am, I was presented to the elusive Horde King as a gift. This was the mystical being I was hidden from for more than twenty
years. Although Ryder promised to save me, I couldn't let him get near this creature, so I willingly (sort of) signed myself over to be his new plaything. Now in the Horde Realm, nothing is going remotely like I thought it would. My powers and emotions are on the fritz,
and each day seems to bring surprises that I am not sure how to deal with. The Horde King thinks he has me exactly where he wants me. He thinks he has taken all of my options away. I still have choices. Embracing what destiny has planned for me, or escaping it.

UNRAVELING DESTINY
I knew Destiny wasn¿t done with me. I knew that she was just getting warmed up, but I had no clue just how hard my world was going to come crashing down on me. I had thought that I was going to get my fairytale wedding and marry the man of my dreams. I was
wrong. Now, faced with having my world torn asunder and Faery exposed, I have to make choices I never thought I¿d have to make. I¿m divided between two worlds, and I have to decide just how far I will go to get back what was stolen from me. Old enemies are
closing in, new enemies are being revealed, and surprising allies are entering the playing ﬁeld. War is on the horizon, and it¿s coming right for us.

EMBRACING DESTINY
Fae Chronicles War has ﬁnally come to Faery.Everything I thought I knew was wrong.Truths have become lies, and they have all begun to unravel around us. I can no longer trust my instincts. Ryder has changed, but so have I. We're evolving, but into what? I'm not
sure, but I do know that it isn't what I wanted to become. I don't know if I will survive this war.One of us is holding back, while the other continually moves forward toward the mages who endlessly slaughter the fae.I think it's me. I think I have to lose it all, to gain what
is missing inside of me. How do you eradicate self, when self is what you've been ﬁghting for?Throw everything you think you know about the fae away.Nothing is sacred, and no one is safe from the monsters we're about to become.

FLAMES OF CHAOS
LEGACY OF THE NINE REALMS
Aria and her sisters return to the Human Realm of Haven Falls to ﬁnd one of their own that's gone missing. They soon discover things have changed in the Human Realm and that nothing is what it seems, including Knox, the egotistical, self-centered, frustratingly
gorgeous man who declared himself King during their absence.Sparks ﬂy when the two enter a ﬁery battle of wills as Aria learns she is more than just a witch in the Hecate bloodline; she is much, much more.Will Aria embrace her savage side to ﬁnd her sister and save
her family, or will she burn to ashes from his heated kisses and burning hot embrace?Knox has ulterior motives for being in Haven Falls and never expected the little witch to show up and brazenly challenge his rule.It was supposed to be easy; get in and get out. Move
pieces into place and set the stage for the war he's been planning for over ﬁve hundred years. Aria is his sworn enemy but something within her calls to him and he hates himself for craving the ﬁery kisses that have reignited his cold, dead heart. One taste, and he
thought he could get her out of his system. He was wrong.Will Knox let go of the memories of the past, driving his need for revenge that will destroy the pretty little witch he craves, or will he push the boundaries to ﬁght for and claim what is his by right? Either way,
war is inevitable. And nothing will stop him from reaching for what is his. Epic Fantasy with heavy love-hate situations.

PLAYING WITH MONSTERS
Playing with Monsters...coming very soon!!!My coven has remained hidden in the shadows for centuries.We've avoided the ?real world? altogether; hiding from monstersand other creatures we share this planet with.We found protection in the Colville National Forest,
nestled in a town protectedby magical barriers.Our powers are locked by an ancient curse, one meant to protect us from being found.Until now.The past has a way of repeating itself. A new game is beginning. No one is safe.He's coming for me.He's hunting.The monster
we've run from for centuries has found us.How far will this deadly game go?How far will I be able to take it, or will he destroy me and everything I care about?Will the one thing I can't live without, be the key to destroying and undoing the past?Or will the past destroy
me before I can save the people I love from what I've done.

ASHES OF CHAOS
Legacy of the Nine Realms Aria and company are back inside the Nine Realms, righting the wrongs of the past.

A DEMON'S DARK EMBRACE
From betrayal and pain, can two very diﬀerent worlds be saved? A naive beauty... Olivia has never questioned the teachings of the Witches Guild, never questioned the Elders; it's the only life she's ever known. An uncontrollable hunger... Ristan has spent centuries
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trying to contain his true nature, restraining his Demon and its voracious hunger for souls. A situation neither of them were prepared for. They say the road to Hell is paved with good intentions, and Olivia can't escape from her actions. What she's done, she knows
must be paid for in blood. Her own. A monstrous need for revenge against the girl who wronged him; Ristan wants to keep her, humiliate and torment her, but his inability to truly harm her may just be his undoing. A dangerous need to explore the man who holds her
captive and captivated; Olivia knows she should run, or resist him, but the magnetic pull he has on her is undeniable."

SLEEPING WITH MONSTERS
When everything is on the line, how far will you go to protect those you love? What if the cost of saving them is your soul? Would you pay it? I thought I was prepared for what was coming; that if I made sacriﬁces, I could win this game. I¿m no longer afraid of the
darkness or the monsters that hide in the shadows. I¿ve become what I feared most, allowing it in to protect those I loved. Sometimes it takes a monster to win. Sometimes to ﬁght monsters, you have to become one. My only fear is¿can I come back from it?

ALPHA'S CLAIM
URBAN FANTASY ROMANCE
Ten years ago, I looked my mate in the eye, and I lied to him. I told him he wasn't my mate and that I never wanted to see him again. I did it to save his life from my father, the alpha of the pack. Now Saint is back, and he's the king of all alphas, with an entire pack
created of other alphas he saved from what my father did to them. The thing is, Saint is back for revenge against those who wronged him, and I'm at the top of his list. I did it to save his life, but the cost will be my own.Ten years ago, she broke my heart and ripped out
my soul. Her father sent me away to a place worse than hell. I escaped the fate he chose for us and built a pack that couldn't be broken. I'm the King of Alphas, and I'm heading straight for her. Braelyn broke me, but I intend to break her apart until there's nothing left
but her worthless soul, and when I reach it? I intend to rip it apart too.

RUINS OF CHAOS
Legacy of the Nine Realms Aria's in the hands of her enemies, and things are going from bad to worse. Those who she thought were allies have become enemies, and enemies have become allies. On top of that, Knox's history is unraveling, and it might just be Aria's
undoing. Will they overcome what was done to the Nine Realms? Or will the truth destroy them both? Aria's plans are all coming apart and with everything on the line, how far will Aria go to protect those she loves from Knox's anger?

BECOMING HIS MONSTER
PLAYING WITH MONSTERS
Amelia Hutchins Sacriﬁce your soul? Check. Die to protect those you love? Check. Come back as something the world hasn't seen since the dawn of mankind? Check. Make those who hurt me wish the Gods had never created them? I'm still working on this one...Are you
ready to play? I'm coming back. I'm more, darker, deadlier, and I'm pissed. Heaven has fallen, Hell has risen and the walls that once protected man from monsters are down. Foe's become friends, enemies become lovers, and this world is thrown into chaos unlike
anything it's ever seen before. I'm ready to play now, I'm ready to win. This is the third book in the award winning Playing with Monsters series.Reading order for those who are following the story-line and want the full experience. Fighting Destiny Taunting Destiny
Escaping Destiny Seducing Destiny A Demon's Dark Embrace Playing with Monsters Unraveling Destiny Sleeping with Monsters Claiming the Dragon King Oh, Holy Knight - in Such Violent Delight Anthology Becoming his Monster Series that standalone A Guardian's
Diary series Darkest before Dawn Death Before Dawn Midnight Rising (Coming soon)

THE WINTER COURT
Icelyn was given to the Horde to pay a Tithe owed to them by her court. She had no plan of letting them claim her, or entering her court. One arrow should have ended it, only it didn't stop it. Instead, she's now prisoner to the broody, cocky, self-absorbed prince that
makes her want things she's never thought possible. Will she be able to resist him and save her court from the horrors that the Horde has planned? Sinjinn had a mission: Get Cailean to the Winter Court to claim his bride. It should have been simple. Instead, he gets
taken down by a wisp of a woman who stares at him through the clearest blue eyes he's ever seen before. The taste of her lips sends his world teetering on devastation. She's his prisoner, so why shouldn't he claim her as his? Because she's his brothers bride. Because
it wasn't complicated enough, right?One arrow will change the destiny of three lives forever.Will they be able to escape the blood oath, or will he lose her to a brother who doesn't even want her?New allies are being forged, new enemies emerge and no one is safe
within the Realm of Faery anymore.

A DEMON'S PLAYTHING
THE ELITE GUARDS
Independently Published Previously Released in Love Potion Anthology Lilith has spent her life in the ruins of her mother's court that the Horde destroyed. Summoned to her father's court, her entire world is turned upside down. Her father has oﬀered her to the Horde
to pay the tithe owed to them, and she'd rather die before bowing to the Horde, but if she intends to keep her secrets, she will kneel to the murderous Horde who destroyed her kingdom, and left it in ruins. Asrian agreed to take one for the team, to marry one of the
elusive, wanted brides of the lesser courts. He expected a spoiled, pampered princess, and anything other than what he ﬁnds waiting for him in the Shadow Court.

TAUNTING DESTINY
Adam and I are both going through identity crises of epic proportions as we Transition from who we were, and discover who we were meant to be. More Fae are dying, and I feel as if time is running out for us to ﬁnd all of those responsible and put an end to the killings.
The people I thought I could trust have betrayed me and the one person I should absolutely not trust; is taking me deeper and deeper into his world. Ryder's secrets are dangerous and devastating. With each touch and word, he pulls my heart closer to himself and at
the same time he is trying to keep me at arm's length. The dance he and I have begun, is getting more complicated as our worlds are being shaken from all sides, and the visions of the future are frightening, and nothing like I had ever pictured for myself or those I care
for. This time, destiny is taunting me. I had always thought that I controlled my destiny. Now, my rights are being taken from me by powerful people and leaving me with alternatives that range between bad and awful. This time, the choices I have to make can decide
the fate of both worlds. Everything is unraveling, and nothing will ever be the same again. -Synthia

OH, HOLY KNIGHT
Independently Published Erie isn't having a great week. Her time of freedom is up, and the Templar Knight who comes to claim her is an overgrown, broody, alpha a-hole who kisses like sin, and is determined to have her. What's a girl to do other than teach him that
she cannot be owned by him or his kind? Callaghan will stop at nothing to save his race. Bound by the Templar Code, he has stood as protector of humanity; a witness to the countless wars that forged the world. Too much depends on his ability to catch one female, and
create a life before time runs out. If the hour glass ﬁnishes before he succeeds, both races will fall to the curse placed on them by ancient witches have been awakened from the eternal slumber. With two races hanging in the balance, he's going to have to get creative
to trap the little she-wolf who seems to be as elusive and untamed as her name claims her to be. This is the start of a series that was previously published as part of an anthology. The full novel will be released this summer 2019
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REVEALING THE MONSTER: PLAYING WITH MONSTERS
It's the ending that matters. If everything you'd done led you to the place you were meant to be, would it be worth it?

THRONE OF SCARS (LOST KINGS MC #20)
Ahead of the Pack, LLC Nothing stops a Lost King from claiming his woman in the latest installment of the Lost Kings MC series by USA Today bestselling author Autumn Jones Lake. The strongest souls carry the deepest scars. I thought I was beyond redemption. Too far
gone to fall in love again. Somehow, Serena soothed my soul and slipped into my heart. Every day I spend with her chases the ghosts that still haunt me away. With her, the future I never thought I’d have seemed to be within reach. But the pain of her past threatens to
rip our present to shreds. Time might heal all wounds, but some scars never fade. This is part two of Grinder’s story and should be read after Crown of Ghosts. age gap romance, motorcycle club, lost kings mc, autumn jones lake

DEATH BEFORE DAWN
Hello Diary, Not sure when I will have a chance to write again, so I'll have to make this fast. The search for my brother has been a long one and what I have seen along the way makes me question everything I was taught to believe about people and reinforces what my
father said might happen if an apocalyptic event were to occur. Jaeden and I have not had the easiest of times around each other, and I feel as If something is wrong. Way wrong. He and the other vampires are acting strange, and the wolves are only a little better. I
have a Sentinel following us, and I'm not sure if I can get him to train me, or if he is here to kill me. I'm traveling further away from everything I know, and there is no one I can trust. I'll give more details shortly, gotta go.... Emma

IF SHE'S WICKED
WICKED KNIGHTS
International, award winning, Amazon top 20 Bestselling author! She's a war I cannot win. She's our salvation. Erie is the one creature that can save my race from dying out. The thing is, we broke her, but we broke the wrong parts. Now, the only thing that girl craves
is revenge and a need to destroy with a rage that burns hotter than the ﬁres of Hell. I've loved her longer than she has been alive. She's in my veins, and this is one war I cannot aﬀord to lose against her. He's a battle I'm willing to ﬁght. They say nothing worthwhile
comes easy, that if you want something bad enough, you have to ﬁght to get it. They're idiots. They say love is a battleﬁeld, and they were right about that, but this isn't a battle of wills. It's a battle to the death. He thinks I can be saved. I don't want to be saved; I
want to destroy everything and everyone that ever hurt me. I want the world to feel my pain, to taste my rage. I'm not their savior; I'm their damnation. I don't want to be saved by him or his kind. I'm the War they won't see coming until I'm on top of them, waging it
against them. I am Erie, and I'm going to set the world on ﬁre and walk through the ashes of those who have wronged me. Warning: Erie isn't a hero; she's the antihero in this story. This isn't a love story. It's a dark and twisted battle of wills and bare bones. They're
going to war against one another, and it will be brutal, chaotic, and beautiful. So if you're not into dark re-telling of twisted love stories, this isn't for you. Thank you for looking, but I'm an unapologetic author of alpha-holes and the women who ﬁght back against them.
I don't believe in insta-love. I believe in putting them through hell and making them earn it ﬁrst.

A WAR FOR MAGIC
A FREE EPIC FANTASY ROMANCE STORY.
Michelle MB A thrilling fantasy adventure perfect for fans of George R.R. Martin and Brandon Sanderson. Some prophecies aren’t meant to come true. Prince Trystan Renauld doesn’t believe in the ancient power that once helped his kingdom thrive. The tales say that
on the day of his birth, the Tri-Gard, legendary keepers of the magic, stripped it from the very earth and then disappeared, leaving the people to suﬀer in a dying land. Now, it’s been twenty years and crops fail to thrive, the earth no longer connected to the ones it
once served. With war on the horizon, Trystan must do anything he can to prepare his people. Even if that means following his sister on a hunt to ﬁnd the lost keepers and restore a power that might not be real. Rissa has always known two things. She is in love with
Davion, her father’s ward, and no one can ever ﬁnd out. When it becomes apparent the kingdom needs her for more than an advantageous marriage, she takes the chance to break free of her chains. The Tri-Gard is out there. She knows it is. And along with her brother
and Davion, she’s determined to ﬁnd it. But, the greatest danger doesn’t come from the enemy amassing on the border. It’s been among them all along. Dive into this epic fantasy romance with unique worldbuilding, engaging characters, and an impossible love story
where good and evil are sometimes the same thing.

AVENGED BY AN ANGEL
A FATED MATES ANGEL PARANORMAL ROMANCE (ETERNAL MATES PARANORMAL ROMANCE SERIES BOOK 16)
Felicity Heaton Duty should mean everything to the Fourth Commander of the Echelon angels. It did before he met her. Now, the only demon he wants to slay is the one that haunts the enchanting mortal huntress, and the temptation to hunt him in Hell, a realm that
might kill him, is becoming impossible to resist. Held captive by a dragon shifter in Hell, Emelia survived a torment that changed her in ways she hates. She wants her strength back. Her life back. To do that, she needs closure. To get that, she might have to trust not
only a man again, but an immortal. But when the price of vengeance is the soul of the angel bringing her back to life, will Emelia be willing to pay it? Avenged by an Angel is the sixteenth novel in the Eternal Mates Romance series. This fated mates paranormal romance
can be read out of order and features a forbidden love starring a protective angel hero who will stop at nothing to avenge his demon-hunter heroine, a cast of immortals, angels, dragon shifters, and fae, and lots of action and adventure--and steamy scenes! All Eternal
Mates world books have no cliﬀhangers, a guaranteed happily ever after, some strong language and sexy times. Enjoy! If you like Kresley Cole's Immortals After Dark, Sherrilyn Kenyon's Dark-Hunters and Larissa Ione's Demonica world, you won't be able to put down
the addictive Eternal Mates series of fated mate romances packed with dark elves, vampires, shifters, demons, angels, witches and fae in a huge detailed world that will leave you breathless! Step into a passionate, lush, and powerful paranormal romance series from a
New York Times and USA Today Best-Selling Paranormal Romance Author of over 70 books... Paranormal Romance Books in the Eternal Mates Series Book 1: Kissed by a Dark Prince Book 2: Claimed by a Demon King Book 3: Tempted by a Rogue Prince Book 4: Hunted
by a Jaguar Book 5: Craved by an Alpha Book 6: Bitten by a Hellcat Book 7: Taken by a Dragon Book 8: Marked by an Assassin Book 9: Possessed by a Dark Warrior Book 10: Awakened by a Demoness Book 11: Haunted by the King of Death Book 12: Turned by a Tiger
Book 13: Tamed by a Tiger Book 14: Treasured by a Tiger Book 15: Unchained by a Forbidden Love Book 16: Avenged by an Angel Book 17: Seduced by a Demon King Book 18: Scorched by Darkness Book 19: Inﬂamed by an Incubus Book 20: Craved by a Wolf Book 21:
Bewitched by a Vampire ... next book in the Eternal Mates paranormal romance series coming soon! Keywords: paranormal, paranormal romance, paranormal romance books for adults, fated mates, fated mates romance, fantasy romance, angels, angel romance,
immortals, forbidden love, demon hunter, dragons, dragon shifter, revenge, alpha hero, strong heroine, action, long series, adventure, no cliﬀhangers, guaranteed HEA, happily ever after

DARKEST BEFORE DAWN
THE BASTARD'S BETRAYAL
She thought it was love. Rose Romanov is a maﬁa princess, and everything that entails. Violently over-protective parents. A giant extended family, all ready to kill anyone who looks at her wrong. Learning to run a business that isn't exactly on the right side of the law.
So, naturally, when she meets a nice guy who isn't in the life, she falls hard... Right up until the she discovers her new boyfriend isn't a civilian at all. But he betrayed her. When Dante Verducci was sent on an undercover mission to evaluate the Romanov family for
weakness, he never expected to have an instant connection with their unlikely heir. There's something ﬁerce and feral about Rose that calls to him. They're alike, even if they're both lying to each other during the months they date. Before he could ﬁgure out a new
plan, Rose ﬁnds out who he really is, dumps him, and immediately enters an engagement with the heir of a rival family. Yeah, no, that's not going to work for Dante. Now he'll do anything to reclaim her. Even go to war. Author's Note: For all tropes, tag, and CWs,
please check the author's website.
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BULLETPROOF DAMSEL
One sassy female weapons master...who doesn't get out much. One alpha-hole who lays claim to her the moment he sets eyes on her. She's a weapon in the hands of her enemies, and Rhys intends to use her. An ancient family feud between the legendary Van Helsing's
and Silversmith's who once made their legendary weapons...What can possibly go wrong? When Remington comes face to face with Rhys Van Helsing, the world will never be the same again. For Remington Silversmith? Apparently everything. Mature audience only.
Previously released in E.V.I.E.

THE BEARLY CONTROLLED GRIZZLY (BEAR CLAN, 1)
That ﬁrst time I saw her-my mate-I'd been ready to kick some guy's ass for even looking at her. I made no apologies for my possessive, territorial side. I was a grizzly bear shifter, after all. It was my nature to be over the top.Bethany hadn't known what to do at ﬁrstbeing mated to a shifter-one who was grouchy and burly and made no apologies for how rugged he really was. But she wanted me, my sweet little human mate who could have brought a beast like me to my knees with just a look.I'd wanted nothing more than to throw
her over my shoulder and take her back to my lair like a caveman. But I let her take the lead, even if my bear wasn't happy, even if the alpha in me wanted to have my way with her right then and there.And I would have my way with her. All the ways that counted, in
fact.I'd claim her, mark her, and before it was all said and done, there'd be no doubt in anyone's mind that Bethany was owned by a grizzly.Warning: Holy moly, this hero's crazy for his mate, but who wouldn't want one OTT alpha bear shifter obsessed with you? This
story is sweet and sexy, and oh so very ﬁlthy. Of course, you get a happily ever after ... and a little somethin'-somethin' at the end to wrap it up nicely.

FIRST GRAVE ON THE RIGHT
NUMBER 1 IN SERIES
Hachette UK Private investigator Charlotte Davidson was born with three things: looks; a healthy respect for the male anatomy; and the rather odd job title of grim reaper. Since the age of ﬁve, she has been helping the departed solve the mysteries of their deaths so
they can cross. Thus, when three lawyers from the same law ﬁrm are murdered, they come to her to ﬁnd their killer. In the meantime, Charley's dealing with a being more powerful - and deﬁnitely sexier - than any spectre she's ever come across before. With the help of
a pain-in-the-ass skip tracer, a dead pubescent gangbanger named Angel, and a lifetime supply of sarcasm, Charley sets out to solve the highest proﬁle case of the year and discovers that dodging bullets isn't nearly as dangerous as falling in love.

THE ROYAL WEDDING
A CROWN JEWELS ROMANTIC COMEDY, BOOK 2
A Crown-Worthy Romance! Melanie Summers put together wit and wisdom and weaved a fairy tale worth reading again and again. Add in a sassy heroine, a swoon-worthy price, blue cheese, and family sidekicks and you've got a hit. This is a book that will make you
laugh, squeeze your heart, and give you a reason to dance. Kelly Collins, International Bestselling Author My Favorite author DOES IT AGAIN! This may be the best writing ever from Melanie Summers. This series will make you cry, and LOL! A Must Read! Kim, Eﬃng
Book Club Don't miss the irresistibly funny second installment of The Crown Jewels Romantic Comedy Series for fans of both Bridget Jones and The Princess Diaries... When most girls get engaged, at most they face a disapproving mother-in-law, but in Tessa Sharpe's
case, it's a disapproving nation. No one in the tiny kingdom of Avonia wants the former anti-royal blogger to wed Prince Arthur. The anti-royals haven't forgiven her for abandoning ship and swimming over to the Prince's yacht, and the royal watchers won't ever forget
all the horrible things she wrote about their beloved Royal Family. Up against all odds, Tessa has only six months to prove herself worthy of the title of Princess. Her nasty father-in-law is going to throw every obstacle in her way, including the beautiful, poised, and
highly accomplished Lady Doctor Brooke Beddingﬁeld. But Tessa is determined to make this work and keep her ﬂedgling career as a reporter intact. Will Tessa manage to ﬁght her way down the aisle and ﬁnd her Prince Charming waiting? Or will one of them succumb to
mounting pressure and run the other way before they can say I do? Get your copy today and be part of the feel-good fairy tale!

THE LOST AND THE CHOSEN
Lost Sentinel My name is Vinna, and I've been keeping a lot of secrets.You would too if you'd experienced some of the weird shit I have: red-eyed monsters chasing me, markings on my body appearing out of nowhere, a strange power that crackles colorfully over my
skin from time to time, and don't get me started on the weapons I can conjure up almost out of nowhere. Lucky for me, I have yet to meet someone whose ass I couldn't kick, inside the ring or out. I put that to the test when I run headﬁrst into a ﬁght that brings all my
secrets, and reality as I know it, crashing down around me.Now, I'm looking for answers and trying to piece together what the hell is going on. Paranormal is my new way of life. It's not going to be easy, and I'm not exactly welcome. That is, until I meet the boys, and
trust me, they are anything but boyish. I'm up against elders who think I'm too powerful, a family who views me as a threat, and something lurking in the shadows that's been coming for me my whole life. There's not a chance in hell I'm going down without a ﬁght. I'm
not lost anymore, and I'm about to show this world exactly what I can do.Author's Note: This is the ﬁrst book in The Lost Sentinel Series and ends with a cliﬀhanger. This book is a medium burn reverse harem story, intended for ages 18 years and older. This story
contains strong language, sexual situations, and violence. Book two coming in January

THE HELLBEAST KING
It all started with that night. The night I made my biggest mistake. The night I entered their world. The day I snuck into the infamous Devil's Ring Fight Club. I had followed my cousin Amelia, who turned out not to be quite as innocent as I ﬁrst believed. In fact, it turned
out she didn't live in the same world as I did... Not at all. I knew this the moment I entered his kingdom. My world changed the moment he found me. He gave me a warning that night. He told me if he ever found me again then next time, he wouldn't be so quick in
letting me escape him. His little Red Riding Hood. It was a threat I took seriously as it was only my dreams that took me back to that place. That took me back to him. That was until they came for me. The Hell Hounds that inﬁltrated my peaceful world and started the
hunt. And there was only one man I knew that had the power to stop them. And my price to pay, was the promise he made me. That if he ever found me in his demonic ﬁght club again... He was keeping me. Meaning I only had two choices left, to become the hunted or
to make a deal with Hell's greatest Hunter... The HellBeast King... Jared Cerberus.

DEAD LANDS
Kidnapped by the notorious rebel group, Provstat, Brexley ﬁnds her connection goes deeper than she ever imagined. Reunited with old acquaintances and an uncle she never knew, Brexley is thrown into the vicious world of politics, where human and fae leaders will do
anything to come out on top. Here dangerous associations and meticulous plots are far more dangerous and cutthroat than any game she survived in Halálház.If her life wasn't complicated enough, her relationship with the infamous legend is growing stronger. The
more she tries to untangle the link between Warwick and her, the thicker it wraps around them both, entwining them in a world between life and death, where brutal passion and fury collide. When whispers of a coveted magical substance, called the nectar, start
buzzing louder, Brexley's strange bond to the fae book leads her on an unexpected journey. One that brings her closer to the answers she seeks. But once she opens the door, all the secrets and lies of her past come ﬂooding out.Truths she's not ready to face.And
betrayals that cut bone deep.

WILD LANDS
Brexley has endured starvation and survived torture and even Warwick Farkas, the brutal legend who still haunts her like a ghost, spilling into her thoughts and life. His betrayal made her a prisoner of Killian, the gorgeous Fae Lord of Budapest.There her life takes
another unforeseen twist, something that will change the fragile alliance between the humans and the fae, and Brexley ﬁnds herself in the middle.As weeks go by, Brexley also discovers Killian isn't the malicious leader she was told about. As they spend more time
together, their relationship begins to shift. However, when an old acquaintance turns up, she is given the chance to escape the sexy fae leader, and her entire world explodes.Brexley is thrown into a nefarious web of politics, desire, betrayal, lies, and truths that will
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shatter her foundation and who she is, what she believes, and who can be trusted. No longer is there a clear line between good and bad.Hunted by both sides, Brexley is on the run and must untangle all the lies, deceit, and deceptions, before she becomes another
victim in the wild lands.

REJECTED
SHADOW BEAST SHIFTERS 1
A new paranormal romance from Wall Street Journal and USA Today bestseller Jaymin Eve. My father made a terrible mistake. One I'm left paying for. As a wolf shifter growing up in a strong pack, I should be living my best life. But after my father tried to kill our leader,
I'm labelled an outcast, traitor, less than dirt. When I can't take pack life any longer, I run, but apparently they don't like losing their punching bag. Torin, the leader's son, drags me back before my ﬁrst shift... a shift that will reveal my true mate. I never could have
predicted who mine would be, but the moment my wolf looks upon him, I'm ﬁlled with hope for a brighter future. Afterall, no one ever rejects their true mate, right? Wrong. Very wrong. When the wolves attack, my soul screams for vengeance, and somehow I touch the
shadow world. Somehow I bring him to our lands. The Shadow Beast. Our shifter god. The devil himself. Turns out being rejected by my mate was only the beginning. *If you like sexy, dark paranormal romances, with humor, steam, action, a tough heroine and an
antihero, this is for you. Rejected is full length (100k) words, is book one in Shadow Beast Shifters series, and ends on a cliﬀhanger. It's recommended for 18+ due to language and sexual situations.

LOVER ARISEN
Simon and Schuster True love brings a deadly threat to the Black Dagger Brotherhood in this sizzling new novel in J.R. Ward’s #1 New York Times bestselling series. Possessed by the demon Devina, Balthazar is once again on the hunt for the Book of Spells—and
ﬁghting an undeniable attraction to a woman. As a thief, he has stolen a lot of things…but he never thought his heart would be taken by another. Especially not by a human. As a homicide detective, Erika Saunders knows there is something otherworldly going on in
Caldwell, New York. Mutilated bodies that cannot be explained are all over her case list—and then there are her nightmares in which she’s hunted by shadows and captivated by a mysterious man who is both a suspect and a savior. When Devina’s wish for true love is
ﬁnally granted, Balthazar and Erika unwittingly become the gateway for the rebirth of an old enemy of the Brothers. Will the very thing that brings them together lead to the ultimate destruction of the Brotherhood? Or will they have to lose everything in order to save
the race’s most sacred defenders?

BLOOD LANDS (SAVAGE LANDS #5)
Nobody can hear your screams from the depths of hell... Those who survived Hal?lh?z, never imagined going back. But this isn't Hal?lh?z, this is V?rh?za, and nothing can prepare any of them for this. With General Markos in control of the new prison, torture and cruelty
is taken to a whole new level. But what Brexley is forced to do, will not only change her, but the course of the future. With her abilities starting to show themselves, Brexley risks everything to save those she loves from dying; but in doing so, she exposes her abilities
to Istvan. When she and Warwick are tortured and used as experiments, she ﬁnds that Istvan's deceit and betrayal go far deeper than she could imagine. Istvan will do anything to stay in control. As Brexley's powers grow, so does the hate and darkness inside. Her
hands are marked red, her soul heavy in guilt. There has been so much death, pain, and agony. When does someone break? How much can one person take before the hero turns into the villain?

MOON-KISSED: WITHIN THE DARKNESS
Alexandria has limited time to ﬁnd her brother, and the library before darkness swallows her world.

DARK HARMONY
Independently Published There are worse things than death. Things that lurk in the shadows and slip into your dreams. Things that have no business existing. Things that once slept ... but have now awoken.For Callypso Lillis, the fae magic that now runs through her
veins is equal parts curse and good fortune. For the very thing that bonds her to Desmond Flynn, the King of the Night, also makes her vulnerable to the Thief of Souls, a man who wants to break the world ... and Callie along with it. But it's not just the Thief whose
shadow looms over the Otherworld. Des's father is back from the dead, and he wants revenge on the son who sent him to the grave in the ﬁrst place. Des and Callie must ﬁgure out how to stop both men, and time is running out. Because there are forces at play working
to tear the lovers apart once and for all ... and unfortunately for them, death is no longer the worst thing to fear.

RHAPSODIC (THE BARGAINERS BOOK 1)
A siren is reunited with her former ﬂame-the Fae King-as they try and save his kingdom from an evil force who has also been keeping them from their happy ending

BAD LANDS
Some myths should just stay buried. Brexley's journey has led her to the most coveted object in the world. In discovering the Nectar, Brexley ﬁnds other secrets and truths she was not ready for, ones that destroy everything she has ever known, confronting a power
within herself she is not ready to face. Magic is a balance. Things come at a cost. In saving lives, Brexley destroys her own power, cutting the connection with the infamous legend. When faced with devastating loss and destruction, the fabric of friendship, trust, and
love are put to the test. Trying to forget her grief, Brexley delves deeper into stopping Istvan, uncovering the depths he will go to gain power. She is thrown deep into the underbelly of greed and deceit, leading her back into the depths of hell. Where only one
survives..
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